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LEVELING AND ADJUSTING Block 

Lon. Fithian, Washington, Pa., assignor to Hazel 
Atlas Glass Company, Wheeling, W. Wa, a cor poration of West Virginia. ." 

Application January 25, 1934, serial No. 708,303. 
3 Claims. (C. 248-23) The invention relates generally to supports for 

machinery, and especially to supports for fabri 
cating machines for glassware. The invention will 
be particularly described in connection with glass 
fabricating machines, but it will be understood 
that the invention is equally well adaptable to 
many other machines." ... ." - - - - - 

It is a common practice to mount glass fabricat 
ing machines on wheels, so that they can be read 
ily moved into approximate position with relation 
to the feeder of a particular flow spout of a glass 
tank. But for well known reasons the machine 
must be very accurately adjusted horizontally and 
vertically with respect to the feeder and with re 
spect to other parts; and of course the machine 
must be accurately leveled. Further, after the 
machine has been accurately adjusted it must be 
securely held in such position against displace 
ment. 
One of the objects of the present invention is to 

provide a simple device by which glass forming 
machines, and other machines can be universally 
adjusted laterally, be adjusted vertically, and be 
leveled. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

such a device which will prevent any gradual or 
other accidental displacement of the machine 
from its accurately adjusted position. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a device of this character which may be easily ... 
attached to the axles of the machine in lieu of 
the Wheels. - 
Numerous objects and advantages of the inven 

tion will be apparent to those skilled in the art 
from the following description when taken in con 
nection with the accompanying drawing; in 
which, 

Figure 1 shows in dotted outline a conventional 
forming machine, and in full lines the supports 
upon which the machine is mounted. 

Figure 2 is a vertical sectional view through one of the supports, and 
Figure 3 is an elevational view, partly in sec tion, taken at right angles to Figure 2. 
Referring to the drawing in detail, the numeral 

f indicates a conventional flow spout provided 
with a feeder plunger 2, while the numeral 3 in 
dicates a conventional forming machine provided 
with a base 4 on which the molds and operating 
mechanism are supported. Numeral 5 refers to 
the axles which are provided with wheels (not 
shown) for moving the machine from place to 

maintaining its level. 
place. 
The leveling and adjusting blocks for the ma 

chine, which will now be described, are four in 

5 of the axles. 
onto the rods above and below the clamping. 
members 2 and serve not only to cause these. 

position and jacked up and the wheels removed. 

0, rods ff, and clamp members 2, is thenpo 

justment. By manipulating the bolts 15 the ma 

number, one for each end of each axle, and are substantially identical. Therefore, a description 
of one will suffice for all. Numeral 6 indicates a 
base plate of suitable dimensions provided with 
two upstanding lugs 7 and 8. These plates are lo 
of and are firmly secured in position by any de 
sired means, as by driving dowel pins 9 through 
holes in the plate into the floor. ... . . 
Supported on each base plate 6 is a sub-base. 

plate provided with a pair of upwardly ex 
tending adjusting rods or bolts which may be 
rigidly secured in the member for in any de 
sired manner. Loosely mounted on each pair of 
rods, f is a pair of clamping members 2, 2, 
adapted to surround and grip one of the ends 

Nuts 3 and 4 are threaded 

members to tightly grip the axles, but may also 

10 

15 

20. be adjusted up or down to vertically adjust the axle. 
The horizontal position of the clamps 2 and 

: likewise the axles 5 and machine 3 may be ad 
justed by means of adjusting bolts 5 which are 
threaded into the lugs 7 and 8 and engage tWO 
sides of each sub-base plate 10. Locking nuts 
6 Serve to Secure the bolts 5 in adjusted posi tion. 

In installing a particular machine at the flow 
spout the machine is first rolled to approximate 

One of the units, comprising the Sub-base plate 

sitioned on each end of the two axles and clamped 
into position by the nuts 3, 4. The base plates 
6 are now positioned on the floor underneath 
the machine, and the machine is then lowered, 
the sub-base plates to coming to rest on the 
base plates 6. The base plates are now fixedly 
secured in position by driving dowel pins 9 into 
the floor through holes in the base plate. - 
The machine may now be given any desired ad 

chine may be turned, moved backward or for 
Ward, to either side, or in any other direction; 
this simple mechanism constituting in fact a uni 
versal lateral adjustment. By adjusting the nuts 
i3, 4, any one of the four corners may be raised 
or lowered to accurately level the machine; and 
by adjusting all of these nuts, to the same ex 
tent the machine may be raised or lowered while 
The foregoing description refers to a machine 

mounted upon rollers or wheels, but it will be 
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cated below the machine at the four corners there 
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2 
understood of course that the invention is in 
no manner limited to such a machine, for ob 
viously the levelling and adjusting blocks can 
be aSSociated with any appropriate part of the 
machine. By means of the simple and inexpensive de 
vice described herein, a glass forming machine 
and other machines may be accurately leveled, 
may be accurately adjusted vertically, and may 
be accurately adjusted laterally universally. And 
while the preferred structure has been described 
in detail it will be understood that the specific 
Structure shown and described may be changed 
and modified in various respects, and all Such 
changes and modifications are intehded to be in 
cluded within the scope of the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. Adjusting blocks for machines, including 

base plates mounted on the floor below thema 
chine, Sub-base plates slidably mounted on the 
base plates, threaded rods carried by and pro 
jecting upwardly from the Sub-base plates, clamp 
ing members loosely mounted on the threaded 
rods, nuts threaded on the rods, said nuts adapt 
ed to clamp the members about an axle or the 
like on the machine and to vertically adjust the 
members, and means for laterally adjusting the 
sub-base plates. 

2. Adjusting blocks for machines, including 
four base plates mounted on the floor below the 

2,004,238 
machine, one of said base plates being located 
adjacent each of the four corners of the machine 
base, a sub-base plate slidably mounted. On each 
of the four base plates and supporting the ma 
chine, means for adjusting each of the sub-base 
plates in two directions in a horizontal plane, 
whereby the machine can be universally adjust 
ed in a horizontal plane, clamping members car 
ried by the sub-base plates and adapted to be 
ciamped about axles or the like On the machine, 
and means for Vertically adjusting the clamping 
members. 

3. Adjusting blocks for machines, including 
four base plates mounted on the floor below the 
machine, One of said base plates being located 
adjacent each of the four corners of the machine 
base, a Sub-base plate slidably mounted on each 
of the four base plates and Supporting the ma 
chine, lugs projecting upwardly from the two 
Outer sides of each base plate, bolts threaded 
through said lugs and having their inner ends 
abutting against the two outer sides of the sub 
base plates, whereby the machine can be uni 
versally adjusted in a horizontal plane, claraping 
members carried by the Sub-base plates and 
adapted to be clamped about axles or the like 
on the machine, and means for vertically ad 
justing the clamping members. 

LONETHAN. 
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